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Originality-Significance Statement
We present a three-dimensional numerical model combining reaction kinetics and
energetics to explore potential microbial interactions underlying anaerobic
oxidation of methane (AOM) in archaeal-bacterial consortia. We compare model
simulations to measurement-derived cell-specific AOM rates and observed intraaggregate activity patterns. This integration of data from both the micro- and the
macro-scale provides significant constraints on the parameterization of reaction
kinetics. Model simulations assess the feasibility and constraints on diffusive
exchange of solutes, and confirm conductive electron transport, recently proposed
based on genomic data and microscopy, as one potentially viable syntrophic
mechanism, while ruling out some models relying on diffusive exchange of chemical
intermediates.
Summary
Proposed syntrophic interactions between the archaeal and bacterial cells
mediating anaerobic oxidation of methane coupled with sulfate reduction include
electron transfer through (1) the exchange of H2 or small organic molecules
between methane-oxidizing archaea and sulfate-reducing bacteria, (2) the delivery
of disulfide from methane-oxidizing archaea to bacteria for disproportionation, and
(3) direct interspecies electron transfer. Each of these mechanisms was
implemented in a reactive transport model. The simulated activities across different
arrangements of archaeal and bacterial cells and aggregate sizes were compared to
empirical data for AOM rates and intra-aggregate spatial patterns of cell-specific
anabolic activity determined by FISH-nanoSIMS. Simulation results showed that
rates for chemical diffusion by mechanism (1) were limited by the build-up of
metabolites, while mechanisms (2) and (3) yielded cell specific rates and archaeal
activity distributions that were consistent with observations from single cell
resolved FISH-nanoSIMS analyses. The novel integration of both intra-aggregate and
environmental data provided powerful constraints on the model results, but the
similarities in model outcomes for mechanisms (2) and (3) highlight the need for
additional observational data (e.g. genomic or physiological) on electron transfer
and metabolic functioning of these globally important methanotrophic consortia.
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1. Introduction
Anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM) describes the conversion of methane to CO2
in the absence of oxygen, and in marine sediments is primarily coupled to the
reduction of sulfate, following the general reaction:
Reaction (1)
Hinrichs et al. (1999) first identified groups of uncultured archaea hypothesized to
be involved in anaerobic oxidation of methane from deep-sea methane seeps using
archaeal 16S rRNA diversity surveys and stable isotope analysis of archaeal lipids.
Subsequently anaerobic methanotrophic archaea (ANME) were visualized in
sediments and shown to form multi-celled aggregations with deltaproteobacteria
bacteria, spanning from micron-scale aggregates to mats covering meter-scale reeflike structures (Boetius et al. 2000, Orphan et al. 2001, Orphan et al. 2002, Michaelis
et al. 2002). Since then, our understanding of the diversity of ANME archaea and
bacteria involved in this process has expanded along with a growing list of terminal
electron acceptors coupled to methane oxidation, including nitrate (Haroon et al.
2013, Raghoebarsing et al. 2006); iron and manganese (Beal et al. 2009, Ettwig et al.
2016, Barr-Or et al. 2017); and humic acid analogs (Scheller et al. 2016).
AOM in marine sediments is estimated to consume about 382 Tg yr-1 of methane,
which is about three-quarters of the global net methane emission to the atmosphere
(Reeburgh 2007). AOM thus acts as a significant sink for methane, a greenhouse gas
with a warming potential 25 times that of CO2 over 100 years (Forster et al. 2007).
However, the details of the physiological mechanism underlying AOM are still not
completely understood, and it is possible multiple mechanisms are used depending
on the specific microorganisms and environments (e.g., Alperin and Hoehler 2010,
Timmers et al. 2017, McGlynn 2017). For microbial consortia consisting of archaea
and bacteria, classical syntrophic electron transfer through the exchange of solutes
(mediated interspecies electron transfer, MIET) was proposed early on, where H2,
formate, acetate, methanol and methylsulfides have been considered as
intermediates that diffuse from methane-oxidizing archaea to sulfate-reducing
bacteria (SRB-MIET; Reeburgh 1976, Hoehler et al., 1998, Valentine et al. 2000
Sørensen et al. 2001, Moran et al. 2008, Orcutt and Meile 2008). Alternatively,
Milucka et al. (2012) proposed the exchange of disulfide, produced by ANME
archaea coupling methane oxidation to sulfate reduction directly, and consumed by
associated sulfur disproportionating bacteria (HS2--MIET). More recently, direct
interspecies electron transfer (DIET) has been hypothesized as a principal
mechanism responsible for electron transfer in ANME-SRB consortia (McGlynn et al.
2015, Wegener et al. 2015). It has been shown that methane-oxidation by ANME-2
archaea in deep-sea sediments can be catabolically and anabolically decoupled from
sulfate-reduction and the activity of their deltaproteobacterial partners using
soluble oxidants, including anthraquinone-2,6-disulfonate (AQDS), humic acids, and
iron(III)-citrate (Scheller et al. 2016), consistent with a syntrophic electron
exchange between Archaea and Bacteria in the consortia (McGlynn et al. 2015,
Wegener et al. 2015). Moreover, large S-layer associated multi-heme cytochromes
were observed to be encoded by ANME-2 genomes, and appear to be related to
electron transfer in ANME-2/SRB consortia as observed by transmission electron
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microscopy (TEM) (McGlynn et al. 2015, Krukenberg et al. 2018). TEM on thin
sections of thermophilic AOM consortia further reported pili-like structures with
diameters of 10 nm and apparent lengths of 100 nm to >1000 nm, which connect
SRB HotSeep-1 and ANME-1 cells (Wegener et al. 2015), suggestive of DIET.
In this study, we simulate the activity of AOM in microbial consortia for mediated
interspecies electron transfer, in which the bacteria reduce sulfate, disproportionate
disulfide, or participate in direct electron transfer (Figure 1). Earlier efforts by
McGlynn et al. (2015) employed an idealized set of models to compare the physical
and physiological processes and consequences of direct electron exchange to a
diffusive intermediate for syntrophic aggregates. This generalized approach
suggested that at measured AOM rates, chemical diffusivities can result in strong
gradients of cellular activity in multi-celled syntrophic aggregates, which is
inconsistent with single-cell activity measurements from stable-isotope
incorporation studies using fluorescence in situ hybridization coupled with
nanoscale secondary ion mass spectrometry (FISH-nanoSIMS; McGlynn et al. 2015).
The importance of efficient exchange mechanisms between microbial partners can
be illustrated by considering the spatial variation in substrate concentrations within
an active microbial consortium. Consider an aggregate of several µm radius, in
which sulfate-reducing bacteria surround an inner sphere of methane-oxidizing
archaea. Assuming a constant, typical rate of substrate consumption on the order of
5 fmol cell-1 d-1, and transport by chemical diffusion, substrate concentrations can
vary substantially across the aggregate. In contrast, faster conductive transport
yields almost uniform substrate levels, and presumably, microbial activity, across
the aggregate (see Supporting Information Appendix A3). This simple calculation
illustrates the fundamental difference between MIET and DIET mechanisms, but it
lacks feedbacks of local environmental conditions (e.g. chemical concentrations, pH,
etc.) on microbial activity.
Recent numerical modeling has shown the feasibility of direct electron transfer in
single-cell pairs (Storck et al. 2016) and microbial biofilms (Kroth et al. 2015,
Strycharz-Glaven et al. 2011). However, modeling efforts have not yet been applied
to characterize the direct extracellular electron transfer behavior between methaneoxidizing ANME archaea and its sulfate-reducing bacterial partner with feedbacks of
local environmental conditions. Here, we build on the previous modeling efforts by
Orcutt and Meile (2008), Alperin and Hoehler (2009), and McGlynn et al. (2015), to
evaluate the various hypotheses regarding the potential mechanisms of AOM within
these uncultured archaeal-bacterial consortia. We compare the modeled methane
oxidation rates and activity distribution patterns to observational data from
methane seeps at Hydrate Ridge off the coast of Oregon, USA, and explore the effect
of consortia size, the intra-aggregate spatial distribution of archaeal and bacterial
cells, and pH variations. This allows for direct comparison of the different
mechanisms. By assessing the sensitivity of model outputs towards poorly
constrained model parameters (e.g. rate constants), in conjunction with comparison
to data at both the macro and the micro scales, it is further possible to constrain
model parameters for use in larger scale models.
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2. Modeling Procedure
The model domain included a single spherical microbial aggregate. Several different
spatial distributions of archaea and bacteria within an aggregate were investigated
(Fig. S1), reflecting distribution patterns observed in nature (see e.g. Fig 1a in
McGlynn et al. 2015). Cell volumes assigned to archaea and bacteria were based on
observed cell numbers and sizes reported (Knittel et al. 2005, Aoki et al. 2014,
Boetius et al. 2000). Cell radii were set to 0.4 µm for both archaea and bacteria, with
a 1 archaea : 1 bacteria cell ratio.
2.1. Governing equations

The governing equations simulating the reaction and transport processes are of the
form:
,
Eq (1)
where is the porosity and is the concentration of chemical species i.
represents the in situ diffusion coefficient, adjusted for tortuosity and EPS as in
Orcutt and Meile (2008), and is the net reaction rate.
The rate of a metabolic reaction X is expressed as (Jin and Bethke 2003, Jin and
Bethke 2007)
,
Eq (2)
where
represents the reaction kinetics. It is implemented as the product of a cellspecific rate constant k, the cell density B (cells per volume), and the abundance of
substrate S using a Monod expression with half-saturation constant
:
Eq (3)
The thermodynamic factor (
) reflects that there must be sufficient free
energy available from the reactions to fuel ATP synthesis and cell maintenance,
which is given by
(

) ,

Eq (4)

where χ, the number of ATP synthesized per reaction, is set to 1 (Orcutt and Meile
2008), Rgas is the universal gas constant (8.314 J K−1 mol−1) and T is temperature
(281.15 K). fX represents the thermodynamic driving force, relating the free energy
yield of that reaction to the energy required to synthesize ATP (Jin and Bethke 2003,
Jin and Bethke 2007), which is expressed as:
,
Eq (5)
where ∆GATP represents a minimum energy required for ATP synthesis. Tran and
Unden (1998) demonstrated ADP phosphorylation proceeded at energies as low as
42 kJ mol−1. With a H+/ATP ratio of 4 (Pänke and Rumberg 1997) and
ΔGADP→ATP=+42 kJ mol−1, this results in ∆GATP on the order of 10 kJ mol-1 H+ (Hoehler
et al. 2001; note that this minimum energy requirement of 10 instead of 1 kJ mol-1
used in Orcutt and Meile (2008) leads to maximum rates slightly lower than the one
reported there).
The Gibbs free energy of the reaction is computed as:
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Eq (6)
∏
with the reaction quotient
, where v are stoichiometric coefficients and a
denote activities, computed as the product of concentrations and activity
coefficients as given in Orcutt and Meile (2008).
Acid-base reactions of the DIC and borate system were accounted for using the
kinetic formalism given in Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow (2005). To account for
protonation/deprotonation on cell surfaces, surface site concentrations of 1 μmol
(mg dry cell)-1 carboxy and 1 μmol (mg dry cell)-1 amino groups were considered
(Konhauser 2006), with an aggregate biomass of 0.12 (mg dry cell) m-3 (Boetius et
al. 2000). Kinetic constants were taken from the literature (Kaplan et al. 1971,
Wallerstein et al. 2015), consistent with equilibrium constants given in Phoenix et
al. (2002) and Burgess et al. (2006) and microscopic reversibility. See Supporting
Information Appendix A5 for a detailed description.
Three different mechanisms for the interaction between archaea and bacteria were
implemented (Fig. 1), as described below. In the absence of known intermediates,
we considered acetate and H2 (not shown) as representative dissolved
intermediates in MIET; for DIET, we assumed that electrons from the oxidation of
methane are captured by an electron acceptor (D) from which they are transferred
onto a redox-active molecule (reduced: MH; oxidized: M) located on conductive pili,
embedded in a matrix of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS), or transferred by
dissolved electron carriers through diffusive transport processes. We did not
differentiate between conductive pili or a conductive matrix in this study, but note
that microbes have been shown to utilize pili-like structures (Wegener et al. 2015;
Reguera et al., 2005, 2006; El-Naggar et al., 2008), extracellular biofilm matrix
(Virdis et al. 2016; Ordóñez et al. 2016), and multi-heme cytochromes (McGlynn et
al. 2015) for extracellular electron transport.
2.1.1. Mediated interspecies electron transfer
Methane is oxidized by the archaea, with the product, here acetate (Ac), serving as
an electron donor for sulfate reducing bacteria (for reactions with H 2 as
intermediate see Orcutt and Meile 2008):
Reaction (2)
o
-1
with G = 14.8 kJ (mol CH4)
Reaction (3)
with Go = -47.7 kJ (mol SO4)-1
The kinetic factors are (see justification for multiple limiting substrate Monod
kinetics in Beyenal et al. 2003; Cherif and Loreau 2010; Gonzo et al. 2014; Zinn et al.
2004):
Eq (7)
Eq (8)
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2.1.2. Disulfide pathway
In the disulfide pathway, the archaea oxide methane and reduce sulfate, with
disulfide being disproportionated by the bacteria (Milucka et al. 2012):
Reaction (4)
0
-1
with ∆G = -62.6 kJ mol CH4
Reaction (5)
with ∆G0 = 52 kJ mol-1 HS2The kinetic factors are
Eq (9)
Eq (10)
2.1.3. Direct interspecies electron transfer
The archaea are considered responsible for methane oxidation and the bacteria for
the reduction of sulfate. Direct electron transfer involves the loading of electrons
from a primary electron acceptor (D) onto a redox-active molecule (e.g.
cytochromes; reduced form: MH; oxidized form: M) located on conductive pili or
matrix, the transfer from the archaea to the bacteria, and the offloading and use of
electrons in sulfate reduction. The D molecule and its reduced form DH act as an
‘electron pool’ to temporally store electrons produced from methane oxidation.
Electrons are then moved from the archaea to the bacteria either via a DIET
mechanism, or may be transferred onto solutes that are subject to diffusive
exchange.
H2 was modeled as the electron pool molecule (DH) in our models. This is highly
idealized; it was chosen to minimize the level of model complexity in the light of our
lack of knowledge on the actual mechanism, and because H2, with its fast turnover
time, has been shown to be an important indicator for the energetics of methane
production and consumption reactions (Hoehler et al. 1994). Thus,
Reaction (6)
Reaction (7)
where 8 electrons released in the oxidation of methane to CO2 result in fM  [0,8]
with fD = (8-fM)/2, and the thermodynamic factor (Eq. 4) was calculated accordingly
(see Supplementary Information Appendix A4). The default values for fM and fD in
this study were 7.2 and 0.4, respectively. The values for fM and fD were varied in Fig.
5C for sensitivity analysis. The kinetic factors are
Eq (11)
Eq (12)
There is an ongoing debate over whether electrons transfer along the conductive
pili/biofilms proceeds via electron superexchange (i.e. electron hopping; StrycharzGlaven et al. 2011, 2012) or metallic-like conductivity (Malvankar et al. 2011, 2012).
Electron superexchange recently proposed by Strycharz-Glaven et al. (2011) is
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based on the abundance and prevalent role of multiple redox molecules located on
conductive cell outer membranes, pili, or extracellular matrices (Strycharz-Glaven et
al. 2012). We modeled the direct electron transport via conjugated redox-active
molecules building on recent evidence of the presence and expression of large multiheme cytochrome genes in ANME-1 (Meyerdierks et al. 2010; Kletzin et al. 2015)
and ANME-2 (McGlynn et al. 2015; Kletzin et al. 2015) genomes. It is described as
(Strycharz-Glaven et al. 2011):
Eq (13)
-2
-1
where J is the electron flux in mol e m s , x is the location along the filament, δ is
the distance between two redox molecules and kf and kb are forward and backward
rate constants.
2.1.3.1. Gradient-driven DIET

In the case of concentration gradient-driven electron transport, the forward and
backward electron transport rate constants are equal, kf = kb = k0, and the flux can be
simplified into a diffusion-like expression:
,
Eq (14)
where DMH = k0Mtotδ is the effective diffusion coefficient (see Strycharz-Glaven et al.
2011 for a derivation), where Mtot is the total concentration (=M+MH). Thus, the
governing equation for MH can be expressed as:
Eq (15)
where DMH is set to a constant value within the aggregate (see above) and 0 outside
and is the net production rate.
2.1.3.2. Electric field-driven DIET

In the presence of an electric field, forward and backward electron transport rate
constants differ and the current conducted can be expressed as
(

)

(

)

Eq (16)

),

(

where V is the voltage between the archaea and bacteria, W is their distance, n is the
number of electrons produced and F is the Faraday constant 96485.33 C mol-1. For a
small ( ) value, the flux can be approximated as
(
where

( )

)

,
, and

Eq (17)
is the potential gradient or electric field E.

Thus, electron hopping on conductive pili or matrix driven by an electric field yields
Eq (18)
Assuming that the electric potential is set by the reaction central to cell metabolism,
Eq (19)
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Eq (20)
where
and
are the standard potential for AOM and SR, respectively, n = 8
for electrons transported per reaction (Reaction 1), QA and QB are the corresponding
reaction quotiennts. Then, the electric field E is computed from the gradient in the
electric potential in Eqs. 19 &20, which in turn then drives electron transport.
Such electron hopping driving by an electric field can be expressed as
Eq (21)
where Rr the net rate of production and consumption, MH is the extracellular
concentration of reduced redox molecules.
2.2. Model implementation

AOM consortia were represented as three-dimensional spheres with aggregate radii
up to 25 µm, comparable to observations (Boetius et al. 2000, Dekas et al. 2013,
Knittel et al. 2005, McGlynn et al. 2015, Nauhaus et al. 2007, Nauhaus et al. 2002,
Orphan et al. 2009). The domain radius, which includes the surroundings of the
consortia, was set to 2.5-times of the aggregate radius. In the model, the 3D spherical
setting was represented by a circle, imposing rotational symmetry at the vertical axis.
The observed distribution of archaea and bacteria in the aggregates varies from highly
clustered to interspersed (McGlynn et al. 2015). We thus modeled three distinct
arrangements – ‘spherical layers’, in which archaea are surrounded by bacteria,
‘half-half’, consisting half spheres of bacteria and archaea, and two ‘enclosed
hemispheres’ of archaea surrounded by bacteria (Fig. S1).
All reaction mechanisms contained CH4, HCO3-, CO2(aq), CO32-, SO42-, HS-, H+ as state
variables, with SRB-MIET and HS2--MIET pathways both also including a dissolved
intermediate, and DIET containing H2 and M and MH as described above. At the
outer domain boundary, the state variables were set to either fixed concentrations
reflecting the environmental conditions, or a no flux condition is imposed (Table 1;
Supporting Information Appendix A6). Initial conditions were set to the
environmental conditions, or for intermediates to a sufficiently low concentration to
allow for methane oxidation to take place within the aggregates. We assume the
same cell density and cell-specific volume in all models, with cell numbers varying
with aggregate size. All simulations were run to steady state.
Cell-specific rate constants (kA and kB) are unknown, and hence simulations were
carried out in which they were varied across a wide range (see Table 1). Similarly,
simulations for a range of initial ratios of electron donors and acceptors involved in
DIET were carried out, varying the values of fM, fD. Additionally, simulations with Mtot
= 0.01 and 1 mmol L-1 and conductivity (σ) ranging from 10-4 to 104 S m-1,
encompassing the 0.1-10 S m-1 determined by Malvankar et al. (2011) and
Eaktasang et al. (2016), were performed. The main model parameters are defined in
Table S1 (Supplementary Information Appendix A5).
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Models were implemented in COMSOL Multiphysics (COMSOL 5.3, COMSOL Inc.,
Burlington, MA, USA). Postprocessing was carried out in MATLAB 2016b
(MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).
2.3. Statistical analysis

Increasing aggregate size can lead to differences in the distribution of activity within
aggregates. In order to investigate whether the spatial variability differs between
mechanisms, slopes (and variance) of (relative) activity vs. aggregate radius were
calculated for individual aggregates with identical parameterization. For the
observational data, slope and variance were computed for 41 archaeal aggregates
paired with the specific Desulfobacteraceae lineage SEEP-SRB1a (AS) and 21
archaeal aggregates paired with non-SEEP-SRB1a Deltaproteobacteria (AD) first,
and then combined to represent the variability of activity vs. size for the
observational data (McGlynn et al. 2015). Finally, a Student's t-test was performed
to assess if the slopes between the three model mechanisms and the observations
differed significantly. Values of p < 0.05 and p < 0.01 were considered significant and
highly significant, respectively. The statistical analyses were performed using
MATLAB 2016b (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).
3. Results and Discussion
In this section we present our model simulations and compare them to
observations. First, we examine the feasibility of different syntrophic reaction
pathways (SRB-MIET, HS2--MIET, and DIET) by comparing modeled to measured
AOM rates. Then, the possibility of these pathways is further assessed by comparing
the spatial variation of archaeal and bacterial activity with FISH-nanoSIMS data of
single-cell anabolic activity, across a range of aggregate radii and spatial
arrangements of archaeal and bacterial cells in a consortium. Finally, we explore the
variables that control the AOM rate and activity patterns in DIET pathway.
3.1. Comparison of model simulations to measured sediment AOM rates

We first estimated cell-specific AOM rates from data from Hydrate Ridge to compare
model results to environmentally relevant dynamics. To that end, cell-specific rates
were calculated from measured AOM rates per volume of sediment, combined with
reported cell densities. We used Boetius et al. (2000) reported cell densities of
9×107 consortia per gram dry sediment (gds) with each consortium containing ≈ 100
ANME-2 cells, corresponding to 9×109 ANME cells gds−1. The consortia number and
aggregate radius sampled during a subsequent cruise to the same area in August
2000 at the crest of the southern Hydrate Ridge (4434’ N, 12509’ W; 780 m water
depth) yielded similar values (Nauhaus et al. 2002, 2005, 2007; Holler et al. 2009).
Nauhaus et al. (2005) reported an AOM rate of 2.5 ± 0.3 µmol gds1 d-1, derived from
measured sulfide accumulation and assuming a 1:1 ratio of methane oxidized to
sulfate reduced, which results in a cell-specific rate of 0.28±0.03 fmol cell-1 d-1,
consistent with the estimate of Niemann et al. (2005), who also estimated cellspecific rates of 0.13-0.21 fmol cell-1 d-1 for the sediment samples from the Hydrate
Ridge (ANME-2) based on studies by Boetius et al. (2000) and Treude et al. (2003).
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The 0.34±0.15 µmol gds-1 d-1 rate of AOM reported by Wegener and Boetius (2009)
from the RV Sonne cruise SO165-2 in 2002, translate into a cell-specific rate of
3.8±1.7×10-2 fmol cell-1 d-1. Treude et al. (2003) reported 1.27×108 aggregates cm–3
and a slurry density of 0.2 gds cm–3 from Hydrate Ridge, resulting in an aggregate
density of 6.35×108 gds–1. Taking 100 ANME cells per aggregate with the reported
AOM rate of 0.58 µmol gds-1 d-1, this gives a cell density of 6.35×1010 cells gds−1 and
cell-specific AOM rate of 0.01 fmol cell-1 d-1. Finally, for a cell density of 9×109 ANME
cells gds−1, the AOM rates reported in Nauhaus et al. (2002), Nauhaus et al. (2007)
and Holler et al. (2009) correspond to 1.7, 25.6, and 33.3 fmol cell-1 d-1, respectively.
These cell-specific AOM rates, on the order of 10-2 to 102 fmol cell-1 d-1, were
compared to those computed for the three different syntrophic reaction pathways
considered. Because several parameters in the kinetic model formulations – most
importantly the rate constants for archaeal and bacterial substrate utilization, kA
and kB, respectively – are a priori poorly constrained, they were varied over a wide
range to assess the sensitivity of the model (see section 2.1 for the rate expressions;
note also that unless specified otherwise, cell-specific rates reported here are
consortia averages, to allow for a meaningful comparison across consortia of
different sizes). Results from our model simulations suggest that all three modeled
pathways can reach the cell-specific rates that approach, match, or even exceed the
empirical AOM rate measurements (Fig. S2). But modeled AOM rates were
considerably lower for SRB-MIET models (with an upper limit on the order of 3×10-2
fmol cell-1 d-1). At some point (kA ≥ 10-15 mol cell-1 d-1), AOM rates no longer
increased with increasing maximum cell-specific rates (kA, kB) for SRB-MIET models.
This is caused by thermodynamic constraints that arise when diffusion is too slow to
prevent local accumulation of reaction products, consistent with our previous
findings (Orcutt and Meile 2008). The maximum AOM rate for SRB-MIET of ~10-2
fmol cell-1 d-1 is achieved for the smallest aggregate considered (r = 1.5 m),
consistent with diffusion limiting the removal of reaction products. Simulations of
SRB-MIET with parameterizations that yield high methane oxidation rates result in
unevenly distributed activity, with only cells close to the archaeal-bacterial border
being active. For a given spatial arrangement of archaea and bacteria, smaller
aggregates can sustain higher average cell-specific rates of AOM if the reaction
mechanism relies on diffusional exchange of metabolites, due to the closer proximity
of archaeal and bacterial cells and hence shorter distances between the location of
production and consumption of chemical intermediate species. This high rate could
also be achieved by distributing partner organisms such that every cell is in close
contact with at least on cell of another type.
The thermodynamic constraints on archaeal cells were much more pronounced for
the SRB-MIET than the disulfide pathway because the Gibbs free energy of reaction
at standard state for the archaea is more negative for the latter mechanism (note the
difference in ∆G0 of reaction 2 (Go = 14.8 kJ (mol CH4)-1) and reaction 4 (Go = -62.6
kJ (mol CH4)-1). Additionally, the reaction quotient for the HS2--MIET pathway varies
with the power of 4/7 for the reduced product per methane oxidized, while it is
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linear for acetate or varies with the power of 4 for H2 in SRB-MIET, leading to less
build-up of HS2- (see discussion in Supplementary Information Appendix A3). Our
simulation results are consistent with the findings of Sørensen et al. (2001), in
which they suggested that intermediate species such as hydrogen, acetate, and
methanol are excluded from the possible electron shuttles for AOM consortia due to
thermodynamic and kinetic constraints. Thus, in the absence of mechanisms that
enhance exchange beyond molecular diffusion in a three-dimensional arrangement
of bacterial and archaeal cells, SRB-MIET does not seem to be able to support
commonly observed rates of AOM.
3.2. Comparison of simulations to intra-aggregate activity observations

Models that yield AOM rates between 0.01 and 100 fmol cell-1 d-1, broadly consistent
with field observations, were investigated further. We compared the outcome of
these simulations with measurements from McGlynn et al. (2015), where anabolic
activity was calculated for single cells, extracted from co-registered fluorescence in
situ hybridization and nanoscale secondary ion mass spectrometry (FISH–
nanoSIMS) combined with 15N stable isotope probing. It was assumed that in the
experiments of McGlynn et al. (2015) the spatial distribution of N assimilation is
proportional to the metabolic rates, and that the 15N incorporation reflects the
activity associated with methane oxidation. For a growth yield YCH4 of 0.6 g cell dry
weight per mol CH4 oxidized (Nauhaus et al. 2007), a specific growth rate of μcell =
0.0068 d−1 (McGlynn et al. 2015), and a biomass density  of 4.8×105 g cell dry
weight m−3 (McGlynn et al. 2015), the catabolic AOM rate (=μcell*/YCH4) is 1.5
fmol cell-1 d−1. This falls well within the range of cell-specific environmental AOM
rates, suggesting that the patterns of activity that have been observed by McGlynn et
al. (2015) are comparable to those occurring under environmentally relevant
conditions.
McGlynn et al. (2015) showed that the average cell-specific N uptake does not vary
significantly with aggregate radius (n = 62; slope = 0.02 and 0.006 for archaeal and
bacterial cells, respectively; see Supporting Information Appendix A7 Fig. S4 A&B).
Simulations for the SRB-MIET pathway yielded AOM rate distributions that differ
from the observed 15N assimilation patterns. Average cell-specific AOM rates for the
SRB-MIET pathway significantly decrease when increasing the aggregate radius
(Fig. 2). When the archaea and bacteria are spatially separated within a consortium,
AOM by the SRB-MIET pathway becomes energetically less favorable as the
aggregate radius increases and diffusion of intermediate species (e.g., H2, acetate)
becomes limiting. As a consequence, the concentration of the product of methane
oxidation (e.g., acetate or H2) builds up, ultimately making the reaction energetically
less favorable. In contrast, the HS2--MIET pathway mediated by a sulfate-reducing
methanotrophic archaeon shows AOM rate distributions that are comparable with
the observed 15N assimilation patterns. This difference between SRB-MIET and HS2-MIET reflects that archaea are less thermodynamically challenged in the HS2--MIET
pathway. Similar to the model predictions for HS2--MIET, AOM rate distribution
patterns for the hypothesized DIET pathway are also consistent with the
experimental nanoSIMS data from McGlynn et al. (2015). Even for very large AOM
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consortia with a radius of 25 μm, the average cell-specific AOM rates in the model
are within a few percent of the rates for a small aggregates with a radius of 1 μm.
Both of these models differ substantially from the SRB-MIET model, where cellspecific AOM rates in aggregates of 6 μm radius are only ~10% of those in 1.5 μm
sized aggregates (Fig. 2).
In nature, spatial arrangements of archaea and bacteria within an aggregate vary
from highly-segregated to well-mixed (Knittel et al. 2005, McGlynn et al. 2015,
Orphan et al. 2009). Empirical analyses of cell-specific anabolic activity within AOM
consortia in McGlynn et al. (2015) revealed that the spatial arrangement of the
archaea and bacteria does not influence the observed activity of the entire consortia
and that cell-specific activity for individual archaea and bacteria is unrelated to the
proximity to the nearest partner (see Figure 2b in McGlynn et al. 2015 and Fig. S5).
These data contrast with the model simulations for the SRB-MIET pathway, where
cell-specific rates varied with aggregate size and arrangement (Fig. 2).
The observational data showed that cell-specific anabolic activity (15N
incorporation) is rather uniformly distributed within an aggregate, regardless of the
AOM consortium radius or the segregation of archaea and bacteria (see Supporting
Information Appendix A7 Figs. S4 C&D and S5 C&D). For SRB-MIET, intra-aggregate
variability of cell-specific rates of both archaea and bacteria is more pronounced,
and grows as aggregate radius or the segregation of archaea and bacteria increases
(Fig. 3 A&D). Variability was lower at low AOM rates, and while the spatial variation
in bacterial activity can approach the observed ones (in small aggregates at rates on
the order of ~ 3×10-2 fmol cell-1 d-1), the modeled spatial variability in archaeal
activities clearly exceeded the observed values, even for the smallest aggregates,
independent of arrangement (Fig. 3 A). In contrast, DIET and HS2--MIET model
simulations showed little to no trend of the intra-aggregate variation in archaeal
cell-specific rates with aggregate size (Fig. 3 B&C), for all arrangements. The slight
variation seen in the experimental data (see Supporting Information Appendix A7
Figs. S4 C&D and S5 C&D) were not observed in DIET and HS2--MIET model
simulations, which we tentatively attribute to the fact that model simulations only
reflect variations in a limited set of substrates, but do not reflect other factors that
may be biologically relevant to AOM consortia activity in situ including, e.g., trace
nutrients (Glass and Orphan 2012). However, DIET and HS2--MIET model
simulations showed some spatial intra-aggregate variation in bacterial cell-specific
rates, which increases with aggregate size, separation between archaeal and
bacterial cells, and an increase in kB (Fig. 3 E&F).
The modeled spatial variability in bacterial activity depends on the relative kinetics
of bacterial and archaeal metabolism. In simulations with bacterial kinetics being
fast compared to the archaea (e.g., kB = 10-10 m3 cell-1 d-1, compared to kA = 10-14 mol
cell-1 d-1, which corresponds to kB ~10-14 m3 cell-1 d-1 for HS2--MIET; see Eqs. 9&10),
all pathways showed an increase in the spatial variability of the bacterial cellular
activity with increasing aggregate size (Fig. 3 D-F). At lower values of kB, however,
the cell-specific rates of the bacteria varied less for all modeled pathways, consistent
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with rather homogeneous activity distribution observed by McGlynn et al. (2015).
For both MIET pathways (SRB-MIET and HS2-MIET), lower bacterial rate constants
led to higher substrate levels in the surroundings of the aggregates (see e.g.
Supporting Information Appendix A7 Fig. S6). We also observed a slight decrease of
the spatial variability of the archaeal cellular activity at faster bacterial kinetics kB
(Fig. 3A), as a result of faster scavenging of methane oxidation products by bacterial
cells. Such fast scavenging process by bacteria leads to a strong substrate gradient
that is favorable for archaea, but unfavorable for bacteria.
The combined macro- and micro-scale observations provide constraints on the
microbial kinetics, because the rate of AOM strongly depends on kA, while the intraaggregate activity patterns are dependent on the relative magnitude of kB. This is
reflected in the finding that for a fixed value of archaeal cell specific rate constant kA,
the rate of AOM remained relatively constant at the lower bacterial cell specific rate
constants (Supporting Information Appendix A7 Fig. S7), and then increased when
kB reached a certain value for models with SRB-MIET pathway. Faster kB allowed
depletion of electron exchange carriers produced by the archaea, preventing the
build-up of products. This pattern held until a point was reached in which spatial
gradient of exchanging chemical concentration becomes too large to sustain the
bacterial reactions (not shown). For models simulating the DIET pathway, the rate
of AOM slightly increased with an increase in kB and then reached a maximum rate
(Supporting Information Appendix A7 Fig. S7), reflecting that in our
implementation, the rates of AOM and SR depend on M and MH (Eqns. 11 and 12).
As the HS2- concentration reached in our simulations had a negligible impact on the
energetics, the rate of AOM did not vary with kB in the HS2--MIET simulations.
3.3. Controls on the rate of AOM by direct interspecies electron transport
At environmentally relevant rates of AOM, patterns in rates and intra-aggregate
activity distributions across different aggregate sizes and archaeal-bacterial spatial
arrangements are consistent with results from both DIET and HS2--MIET
simulations. However, recent genomic and microscopy evidence suggests DIET is
taking place in these aggregates. For instance, metagenomic and transcriptomic
analyses of ANME-1 dominated sample by Meyerdierks et al. (2010) observed
clustered genes annotated as secreted multi-heme c-type cytochromes that were
expressed leading the authors to hypothesize that direct electron transfer may be a
possible mode for the syntrophic association between ANME and their sulfatereducing bacterial partner. More recently, McGlynn et al. (2015) and Wegener et al.
(2015) provided further genomic, microscopy, and physiological evidence
supporting the possibility of DIET as a syntrophic mechanism within various
phylogenetic groups of methane-oxidizing ANME in partnership with sulfatereducing bacteria. Below we explore factors that may control DIET, and assess the
impact of process descriptions and parameters that are currently poorly
constrained by observational data.
3.3.1. Rate expressions and acid-base dynamics
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The kinetic rate expressions used to describe syntrophic AOM reflect general
controlling factors, but have not yet been established experimentally. To assess the
effect of alternative rate laws, simulations in which the rate of AOM is independent
of the concentration of the redox-active molecules fixed on conductive pili or matrix
are compared to simulations that are dependent on M (oxidized) and MH (reduced;
see Eqns. 11 and 12). Upon adjusting the values of kA and kB, our model simulations
reveal the same increasing pattern in AOM rate (RA) with increasing kA and kB (Fig.
4). Such increasing rates of AOM with increasing kA and kB were found for SR rate
expressions linearly depending on H2, or independent of H2 (Eq. 12).
We also tested the impact of intra-aggregate pH variation on AOM and model
performance (see Supporting Information Appendix A5 for the calculation of pH).
Simulations showed negligible difference between simulated pH and fixed pH
models at small aggregate radii (1.5 m - 12.5 m) for simulated AOM rates less
than ~10 fmol cell-1 d-1. However, at a larger aggregate radius (25 m) and rates
greater than 10 fmol cell-1 d-1, AOM rates with fixed pH simulations but otherwise
identical parameterization were slightly higher than those of models with dynamic
pH. For instance, with kA and kB at 10-11 m3 cell-1 d-1, modeled AOM rates with fixed
pH exceeded the ones with pH simulated by approx. 10% for aggregates with r = 25
m. Thus, our simulations suggest that intra-aggregate pH variations are unlikely
the main control on AOM rates. The modeled pH remained similar to the imposed
seawater value of 8.2, indicating that protons produced in the oxidation of methane
(Reaction 6) are efficiently buffered at environmentally relevant rates. However, in
direct extracellular electron transfer, the transfer of electron can be much faster
than proton diffusion, which can lead to pH gradients (Korth et al. 2015, Franks et al.
2009). Our modeled DIET simulations showed the establishment of such pH
gradients, however these gradients only occurred at rates exceeding values reported
from methane seep environments (> 103 fmol cell-1 d-1) at large aggregate size (25
m). Our additional simulations with artificially accelerated proton diffusion
allowed for higher rates, indicating the potential role of pH variations to limit AOM
at high rates and large aggregate size. We note that in addition to the modeled
thermodynamic impact here, a decrease in pH at higher AOM rates may also impede
proton transport across outer cell membranes, impacting extracellular electron
transport as documented by Okamoto et al. (2017) for Shewanella oneidensis MR-1.
3.3.2. Electron transport
The nature and description of electron transport between archaea and bacterial
partners is a critical issue in AOM aggregates. Described in detail in section 2.1.3, we
here explore the impact of several key factors that determine the electron transport
rate and cell-specific activities.
Concentration of redox molecules in cell-to-cell electron transport
The transport coefficient for redox-active molecules (reduced: MH; oxidized: M)
located on conductive pili or matrix was estimated to be on the order of 10-7 m2 s-1
(see Eq. 14 below, with Mtot = 0.01 mmol L-1; k0 = 104 m4 mol-1 s-1, δ = 0.7 nm),
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comparable to a value reported for a conductive filament network (charge diffusion
coefficient of 3.5×10-7 m2 s-1; Meysman et al. 2015). This exceeds chemical diffusion
by several orders of magnitude. Here, the concentration of redox molecules was
varied across a range of 0.01-1 mmol L-1 to explore its impact on electron transport
in our models. With the increase of Mtot, AOM rates increased linearly, as shown in
Fig. 5 A. This is qualitatively consistent with the findings reported by Storck et al.
(2016), who showed that a 10-fold decrease of the amount of conductive pili or
matrix (Nnw) from 100 to 10 per cell pair lead to 60% decrease of electron transport
rate. The amount of conductive pili or matrix (Nnw) is directly related to the total
redox molecule concentration (Mtot). However, simulations in which the reaction
kinetics were independent of M and MH showed little impact of an increase in Mtot
(and hence transport coefficient) on AOM, indicating that in our model, AOM is
limited by the reaction, rather than electron transport processes. For instance, in
model simulations with kinetic rate expressions independent of M and MH, the AOM
rate remained constant when Mtot increases from 0.01 to 1 mmol L-1 (kA and kB at 1015 mol cell-1 d-1, aggregate radius r = 25 m).
Electrical field as an additional driving force
Electron transport can be driven by a concentration gradient in electron carriers (M
and MH) or an electric field (Strycharz-Glaven et al. 2011). Considering the electrical
field as a driving force for electron transport in addition to the gradient in oxidized
cytochromes did not significantly impact on AOM rates (Fig. 4). Furthermore, there
was no significant difference between simulations with electric field as sole driving
force and simulations with redox gradient as driving force (not shown). This finding
that electron transport between archaea and bacteria is not limiting is also
supported by results showing that increasing electron transfer rate constant (k0)
had little impact on AOM rate for k0 > 102 m4 mol-1 s-1, corresponding to a transport
coefficient of >10-9 m2 s-1. However, the simulated AOM rate significantly decreased
at k0 ≤ 102 m4 mol-1 s-1 (Fig. 5 B). Noticeably, the variation of intra-aggregate
archaeal and bacterial activity also began to significantly increase and differ from
observations at k0 < 102 m4 mol-1 s-1 (Supporting Information Appendix A7 Fig. S8).
Storck et al. (2016) reported that doubling the electron transfer rate constant leads
to a doubling of electron transfer rate, also implying a doubling of the oxidation rate.
Our model simulations suggest that the finding from Storck et al. (2016) remains
true at small k0 (≤ 102 m4 mol-1 s-1). Overall, the electron transfer rate constant is a
critical factor controlling electron transfer by impacting the effective diffusion
coefficient (DMH) of redox-active molecule (M and MH).
Voltage loss
Voltage losses can negatively affect transport efficiency in DIET, and ohmic losses
(
) and activation losses (
) have been suggested to be dominant factors
(Storck et al. 2016). Ohmic losses (
) and activation losses (
) were calculated
using the Ohm’s law and Butler–Volmer equation, respectively. Here we investigated
the importance of these two voltage loss terms and compare them to the voltage
available from the AOM reaction (Eq. 19).
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Ohmic loss (
) is a result of electronic resistance and has been explored in some
recent studies (Malvankar et al. 2011, 2014; El-Naggar et al. 2010). It can be
calculated as (Storck et al. 2016)
⁄
,
Eq (22)
where
is the electrical resistivity of a pilus, Lnw is the length of a single pilus, Anw
is the cross-sectional area of a single pilus,
is the number of conductive pili per
cell, I is the current generated as a result of methane oxidation and can be estimated
as
, where
is the methane oxidation rate,
is the
number of archaeal cells and n the electrons transferred per reaction. We take
conductive pili as an example to illustrate the factors that control voltage losses in
DIET. With an electrical resistivity of a pilus
of 1 ·m (Storck et al. 2016), a
cross-sectional area of a single pilus (Anw) of 1.2610-17 m2 (Storck et al. 2016),
length of a single pilus Lnw on the order of the aggregate size (10-6 m), a current I of
710-13 A (at
= 10 fmol cell-1 d-1) and 10 conductive pili
per cell,
is
710-5 V. This is substantially smaller than the AOM potential obtained from our
model simulations, which is on the order of 10-2 V, and suggests that ohmic loss is
not a determining factor in our current model.
Activation loss (
) is another factor that may influence DIET electron transport,
accounting for the voltage losses when an electron is transferred from the cell to the
conductive pili or vice versa, due to the activation energy needed for a redox reaction.
According to Storck et al. (2016) and Strycharz-Glaven et al. (2011), the redox
activation losses can be approximated as
when 
/W < 0.05,
Eq (23)
where I is the current generated as a result of methane oxidation and is the same as
described in the equation for ohmic loss (
), Lnw is the length of a single pilus, Rgas
−1
−1
is the universal gas constant (8.314 J K mol ), T is the temperature in K,
is the
number of conductive pili per cell,
is the number of archaeal cells, δ is the
redox molecules spacing width, n the electrons transferred per reaction, F is the
Faraday constant 96485.33 C mol-1,
is the redox activation area per cell
0
(equivalent to 10% of cell surface area), k is the electron transport rate constant,
and Mtot is the total concentration (=M+MH) (Storck et al. 2016). With the same
parameters and the current I estimated above, the maximum
can be estimated
to be 110-7 V at
= 0.01 mmol L-1 and k0 = 104 m4 mol-1 s-1, which is negligible. In
contrast, a value of k0 = 1 m4 mol-1 s-1, a decrease by a factor of 104 from the default
k0 discussed above would result in an activation loss at an order of 110-3 V,
suggesting activation loss becomes the dominating factor for voltage loss. This is
consistent with the findings reported by Storck et al. (2016).
Coupling strength between electron production and conduction
To test how electron transport via the diffusion of dissolved electron carriers (DH =
H2 in our model) and conduction of pili or matrix may impact AOM, the fraction of
electrons transported via conductive pili or matrix was varied. This was
implemented as factors fM and fD in reactions 6 & 7, where higher values of fM imply
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lower production of the reduced electron pool molecules DH. Simulations suggested
that higher loading percentage onto conductive pili or matrix leads to higher AOM
rate in general (Fig. 5 C). AOM rates drastically declined at electron conduction
coupling strengths (%, defined as fM/8×100, Reaction 6) below 50%. At coupling
strength of less than 50%, AOM rates differed between simulations with different
spatial arrangements. It is also noted that the variation of archaeal activity
significantly (p <0.05) increases at lower coupling strengths (<40%, see Supporting
Information Appendix A7 Fig. S9A). The declining AOM rates and increasing intraaggregate activity variation are due to the increasing thermodynamic constraints
resulting from the build-up of H2, which increases the reaction quotient,
∏

, and subsequently increases

and decreases FT to

the point where FT for reaction R6 (Eq. 4) becomes 0. Our simulations indicated that
under baseline parameterization electron transport of at least 50% by conduction
gives AOM rates and intra-aggregate activity spatial variation pattern consistent
with observations.
A decrease in AOM rates was observed when incubating ANME-1 consortia with H2
and methane (Wegener et al. 2015), when considering H2 as the potential dissolved
electron carriers (D and DH). This might be due to electron transport being limited
by diffusion of DH (here H2), possibly in combination with syntrophic decoupling.
Once electrons are loaded onto conductive pili or matrix over a certain percentage
(≥ 50%), electron transfer does not limit AOM. At a slow effective diffusion of redox
molecules with small electron transfer rate constant, AOM rates would have a higher
dependency on the activation loss and resistance loss on conductive pili or matrix.
3.4. Metabolic coupling in syntrophic communities
The results of our 3D modeling simulations suggest good agreement between
measurements (aggregate AOM rates and spatial activity patterns) and the DIET
models. The comparison with cell-specific data from McGlynn et al. (2015) help
constrain parameters such as kA, kB, Mtot, k0 and fM. Thus, the models developed here
serve as predictive tools for assessing potential syntrophic relationships and major
parameters that may influence sulfate-coupled AOM in situ. For example, if future
measurements of AOM consortia yielded lower cell-specific AOM rates (<10-3 fmol
cell-1 d-1) then the diffusion controlled SRB-MIET could be a possible mechanism for
small aggregates (≤ 6μm). Yet it should be noted that the models presented here are
not exhaustive for the range of metabolic possibilities. For example, we have not
considered the potential for metabolic switching behavior (Steunou et al. 2006). Our
modeling efforts could also be adapted and applied to AOM consortia using other
terminal electron acceptors, including nitrate (Haroon et al. 2013; Raghoebarsing et
al. 2006) and metal oxides (Beal et al. 2009; Scheller et al. 2016). Ultimately the
broad-scale mechanisms modeled here will need to be connected to more detailed
perspectives of the entire physiology and metabolism of the cell, as for example
informed by genome-enabled metabolic models. It is important to also stress that
activation and ohmic losses are largely dependent on electron transport distance
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and abundance of conductive pili or matrix (here expressed by Lnw and Nnw). These
are likely to vary spatially within an aggregate (Reguera et al. 2006, Wegener et al.
2015), and thus require further observational studies that constrain these and other
characteristics that impact electron conduction.
Finally, it is noteworthy that not only do the small-scale observations help
differentiate between mechanisms, but the combination of environmental rate
estimates with intra-aggregate activity distribution helps constrain rate constants.
Specifically, we find that kA is well constrained by cell specific AOM rates and is on
the order of >10-15 m3 cell-1 d-1 for DIET and >10-17 mol cell-1 d-1 for MIET pathways;
kB is no more than 100-fold larger than kA to be consistent with the observed intraaggregate activity patterns (Fig. 3 D-F). The product of Mtot and k0 determines the
effective diffusion coefficient DMH, which has to exceed 10-9 m2 s-1 to be consistent
with observations (compare, e.g., the simulated variation in activity in Fig. S8, where
k0 has to exceed 102 m4 mol-1 s-1 at Mtot = 0.01 mmol L-1, =0.7 nm with the observed
variability shown in Figs. S4 C&D and S5 C&D; and the variation of AOM rates with
aggregate size and cell arrangement shown in Fig. 2 and the corresponding 15N
assimilation in Figs. S4 A and S5 A). fM determines the fraction of electron transport
via conduction (see reactions 6&7) and is constrained to give electron conduction
coupling strengths greater than 50% in order to be consistent with observed
patterns in AOM rates with regard to aggregate size and arrangement, as well as
intra-aggregate activity. This connection between micro- and macro-scale
observations can help us better understand the response of those microbial
organisms to a small-scale environmental disturbance and ultimately how such
changes would lead to large-scale variation.
4. Conclusion
We presented reactive transport models describing electron transfer within sulfate
reduction-coupled AOM consortia of archaeal and bacterial cells. Microbial activities
were simulated for diverse arrangements of archaeal and bacterial cells and
consortium sizes. We excluded SRB-MIET as a viable pathway of electron transport
in these consortia because the simulated microbial activities are unevenly
distributed within each consortium and are limited by the build-up of metabolites.
These predictions are inconsistent with experimental observations. Instead our
models support DIET as a viable mechanism for extracellular electron transfer
within sulfate-coupled AOM consortia. Our proposed DIET model yielded cell
specific rates and archaeal activity distributions that were consistent with empirical
observations, with little impact of the spatial distribution of bacterial and archaeal
cells and consortium sizes. These modeling efforts can be used to guide further
empirical and theoretical explorations into the identity and kinetics of extracellular
redox-active components within AOM consortia with important environmental
roles.
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Description

Half saturation constant for methane in AOM and SRB, respectively (Orcutt and Meile 2008)

Radius of archaea, bacteria cell, respectively (Knittel et al. 2005, Aoki et al. 2014, Boetius et al. 2000)

Archaea and bacteria rate constants:
mol cell-1 d-1 for kA, kB in SRB-MIET
mol cell-1 d-1 for kA , m3 cell-1 d-1 for kB in HS2—MIET
m3 cell-1 d-1 for kA, kB in DIET, except for 1st order reactions with respect to D, DH and M, MH, for which kB is in m6
cell-1 mol-1 d-1, and for no dependency on M, MH, for which kA and kB are in mol cell-1 d-1.

DIET parameters
[Mtot
]

10Concentration of redox molecules (see section 3.3.2). Baseline value: 10-5 M
5103M
k0
1Rate constant of electron transport on conductive pili or matrix. Baseline value: 10 4 m4 mol-1 s-1
104
m4
mo
l-1
s-1
δ
0.7
Redox molecules spacing width (Malvankar et al. 2012)
nm
σ
10Conductivity of conductive pili or matrix (Malvankar 2011). Baseline value: 0.1 S m-1
4104
S
m-1
Parameters are set to baseline values if not noted otherwise. Temperature T is set to 281.15K;
Aqueous diffusion coefficient: DCO2 = 1.91×10-9 m2 s-1, DH2 = 6.31×10-8 m2 s-1 (Schulz 2000), DCO3 = 1.19×10-9 m2 s-1, DH+ = 6×10-9
m2 s-1, DOH = 5.27×10-9 m2 s-1 (Gupta et al. 2006); DB(OH)4 = 9.56×10-10 m2 s-1 (Zhou et al. 2013).
Fixed concentration boundary conditions are imposed for all chemical species at the outer domain boundary except for HS 2for which a no flux condition is imposed at the outer domain boundary, and for MH, R-COOH, R-NH2, for which no flux
condition is imposed at the aggregate surface. Boundary conditions are set to: 10-4 M HS-, 10-3 M HCO3-, pH=8.2, 10-2 M SO42-, 103 M CH4, 10-7 mM acetate
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